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Suppressed ion-scale turbulence in a hot
high-b plasma
L. Schmitz1,2, D.P. Fulton2, E. Ruskov3, C. Lau3, B.H. Deng2, T. Tajima2,3, M.W. Binderbauer2, I. Holod3, Z. Lin3,

H. Gota2, M. Tuszewski2, S.A. Dettrick2 & L.C. Steinhauer2

An economic magnetic fusion reactor favours a high ratio of plasma kinetic pressure to

magnetic pressure in a well-confined, hot plasma with low thermal losses across the confining

magnetic field. Field-reversed configuration (FRC) plasmas are potentially attractive as a

reactor concept, achieving high plasma pressure in a simple axisymmetric geometry. Here, we

show that FRC plasmas have unique, beneficial microstability properties that differ from

typical regimes in toroidal confinement devices. Ion-scale fluctuations are found to be absent

or strongly suppressed in the plasma core, mainly due to the large FRC ion orbits, resulting in

near-classical thermal ion confinement. In the surrounding boundary layer plasma, ion- and

electron-scale turbulence is observed once a critical pressure gradient is exceeded. The

critical gradient increases in the presence of sheared plasma flow induced via electrostatic

biasing, opening the prospect of active boundary and transport control in view of reactor

requirements.
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M
agnetic confinement fusion offers the prospect
of a carbon-neutral, environmentally responsible and
inexaustible energy source. The present main-line

approach to magnetic fusion energy is via the tokamak concept1

relying on a strong toroidal (doughnut-shaped) magnetic field to
confine plasma at temperatures characteristic of the interior of
stars (B100 million �K). The hydrogen isotopes deuterium (D)
and tritium (T) fuse at these temperatures, releasing energy
mainly in the form of neutrons. Fusion energy is converted to
thermal energy in a blanket surrounding the plasma, and must be
recovered via a thermal cycle. The most advanced tokamak to
date, the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor, is
presently under construction, to test and demonstrate the
sustained production of fusion energy for the first time.

The field-reversed configuration2,3 (FRC) is characterized by a
much higher ratio b of the plasma kinetic pressure to the external
magnetic field energy density, with volume-averaged br0.9 and
peak bmax¼ 1. This magnetic configuration is of great interest as
a fusion reactor concept due to its compact, axisymmetric
geometry and the potential for aneutronic fusion based on
advanced fuels, such as the proton-boron fusion reaction4

(p-B11). Other important advantages of the FRC concept
include the presence of a natural divertor which provides for
efficient exhaust of fusion products, and also allows for a large
radial expansion of the magnetic flux. In turn the particle and
heat outflux from the FRC core plasma is distributed over a larger
surface area, and consequently the heat load to plasma-facing
components is substantially reduced.

FRCs are also a powerful tool for fundamental plasma research,
and allow investigating the properties and stability of high b, high
temperature collisionless plasmas in a laboratory environment.
Such conditions are ubiquitous in astrophysical plasmas, for
example in accretion discs5,6, in the outer solar corona6, in solar
mass ejections, and in stellar superflares7. In particular, the
physics of magnetic reconnection, and the associated transfer of
magnetic energy to kinetic (particle) energy is actively researched
using FRC plasmas.

In virtually all magnetic confinement devices including FRCs2,3

as well as in astrophysical plasmas, anomalously large plasma
resistivity, and plasma energy and particle transport in excess of
classical collisional transport perpendicular to the magnetic field
have been observed. Long wavelength turbulence, with
wavelengths larger than the ion gyration (Larmor) radius ri, is
typically most detrimental to plasma confinement. Due to the

high ion energy and the comparatively low magnetic field,
FRC plasmas are characterized by large ion Larmor radii ri

of the thermal ion population, and correspondingly high
r*¼ ri/RB0.1, where R is the characteristic magnetic field
reversal (null field) radius. Hence FRC turbulence properties can
be substantially different8–12 from tokamak plasmas, where
r*B10� 3� 10� 2, and where ion-temperature-gradient-driven
instabilities are often dominant, with perpendicular wavelengths
substantially larger than the ion Larmor radius (k>rio1,
where k>is the turbulence wavenumber perpendicular to the
magnetic field).

Direct observation or systematic identification of the turbulent
processes that influence or limit confinement has been lacking so
far in FRC plasmas. Earlier work has focused on anomalous
resistivity and transport due to the Lower Hybrid Drift
Instability13 but an experimental investigation of short
wavelength turbulence via microwave forward scattering did
not show sufficiently large fluctuation levels14. Short wavelength
turbulence driven by the radial electron temperature gradient15

(ETG modes) as well as other driftwave instabilities16 have also
been postulated theoretically for specific ratios of density and
electron/ion temperature gradient scale lengths, but not
confirmed experimentally to date in FRC plasmas.

In this paper we show that, in contrast to tokamaks, long
wavelength, ion-scale modes (k>rio1) are stable or substantially
reduced in the FRC core of the C-2 device17,18 (Fig. 1), resulting
in an inverted toroidal wavenumber spectrum. This observation is
consistent with essentially classical ion thermal confinement, with
the radial ion thermal diffusivity wi � ð1� 2Þwcl

i evaluated from
1-D and 2-D transport analysis19, where wcl

i is the classical
collisional ion thermal diffusivity. Finite ion Larmor radius (FLR)
effects9–12 are found to contribute crucially to the observed
stability of long wavelength modes, as confirmed by gyrokinetic
stability calculations20,21. The scrape-off layer (SOL) plasma is
found to be unstable to multiscale drift-interchange modes
(0.5okyrsr40, where rs is the ion sound Larmor radius
rs ¼ kTiþ kTeð Þ=mi½ �1=2=oci, and oci is the ion cyclotron
frequency, due to large radial density/temperature gradients in
conjunction with the (moderate) field line curvature22. A critical
density/electron pressure gradient has to be exceeded for
instability near the separatrix and in the SOL. Finally, evidence
for a radial transport barrier due to E�B flow shear in the SOL is
presented. This observation is very significant in that it affects the
particle and thermal fluxes across the FRC separatrix, and hence
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Figure 1 | Schematic cross-section of the C-2 field-reversed configuration. Axial cross-section of the Tri Alpha Energy (TAE) field-reversed configuration

(FRC) device C-2, showing the magnetic field configuration (indicated by magnetic field lines in black), and plasma density (overlayed colour contours; the

colour scale bar indicates the plasma density in units of 1019 m� 3) from a two-dimensional magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) equilibrium calculation using

the LamyRidge code24. r and z are the radial and axial coordinates. The null field radius (R), separatrix radius (Rs), and wall radius RW¼0.7 m of the device

are indicated. The separatrix location is indicated by a solid black line. The width of a flux tube at the thermal ion gyroradius in the scrape-off layer (SOL) is

indicated by two dashed field lines. The mirror and mirror plug magnetic field coils are shown in blue; the solenoidal field coils in the confinement and

formation sections, located at larger radii, are not shown here. C-2 has two formation sections and two divertors as indicated on opposite sides of the

central confinement vessel. The locations of the plasma guns and mirror plug coils are also indicated.
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plays a decisive role in overall FRC particle and thermal
confinement.

Results
Experimental set-up and diagnostics. The C-2 FRC plasma is
created via injecting and merging of two preformed, compact
high-b plasmoids into a central confinement chamber with wall
radius RW¼ 0.7 m and length L¼ 4.5 m, with an external sole-
noidal magnetic field Be¼ 0.05–0.14 T. The magnetic configura-
tion is shown in Fig. 1 and described in detail in the Methods
section below and elsewhere18,23,24. Typical line-averaged plasma
densities in the experiments described here are hnei¼ 2–
4� 1019 m� 3, and the ion and electron temperatures in the
FRC core are TiB400–600 eV and TeB80–130 eV. The FRC null
field radius is RB0.25–0.35 m in the first shot phase (tr2 ms).
The FRC separatrix radius is approximated via the measured
excluded flux radius Rs (RsB0.35–0.45 m initially). In the C-2
FRC, neutral beam injection (NBI, beam voltage and power
VB¼ 20 kV, PBB4 MW) is used to extend the FRC pulse length
toB5 ms. The (closed flux surface) FRC plasma in C-2 is
surrounded by an (open fieldline) mirror-confined SOL plasma.
Annular washer plasma guns25 with inner diameter 0.11 m and
outer diameter 0.13 m, located in the divertor chambers, are used
for active plasma boundary control. The plasma guns produce an
electrically biased plasma on open field lines in the divertor,
resulting in a negative (inwards pointing) radial electric field
mapping to the SOL region near the machine midplane and
just outside the FRC separatrix26,27 (at radius rZRs) as discussed
in more detail below in the Methods section.

The fluctuation data reported here is acquired via a
multichannel microwave scattering diagnostic described in more
detail below. Doppler Backscattering28–30 (DBS) measures the
density fluctuation level at different plasma radii in the FRC core
and in the SOL. Microwave radiation at six separate tunable
frequencies 26 GHzofo65 GHz is launched via two lensed
horn antennas and quasi-optically transmitted to the plasma
(Fig. 2). Backscattering by plasma density fluctuations occurs
preferentially near the plasma cutoff layer for each launched
frequency29 according to the selection rules kS¼ � kI¼ ky/2 and
oS¼oI� ntky where the indices I and S denote the incident and

backscattered wave (Fig. 2b). nt¼ nE�Bþ nph is the toroidal
fluctuation advection velocity (vph is the fluctuation phase
velocity in the plasma frame and can be neglected here). ky is
the probed resonant density fluctuation toroidal wavenumber.
Variation of the toroidal launch angle allows acquiring the
density fluctuation level versus toroidal wavenumber.

Fluctuation properties and wavenumber spectra. Figure 3
shows radial profiles of the normalized density fluctuation level
ñ/n measured via DBS and the radial plasma density profile at
different times during the discharge. Typical DBS probing
positions are indicated via orange markers in Fig. 3b. The
measured fluctuation toroidal wavenumber range (determined
by the beam launch angle z and the plasma geometry) is
centred here around kyB2–3 cm� 1 (kyrsB6–9) with a spread
Dky/kyB0.9–1.2 mainly due to toroidal plasma curvature30,31.
Fluctuation levels are initially low in the core and also relatively
low in the SOL. SOL fluctuations increase substantially in
amplitude concomitantly with the density gradient (t¼ 0.4 ms),
as examined in detail below. FRC core fluctuations remain low
throughout the discharge.

We now present evidence that the nature of the saturated
fluctuation spectrum is entirely different in the FRC core and
SOL, and also that FRC core fluctuations are fundamentally
different from tokamak core plasma turbulence. Figure 4a shows
the toroidal wavenumber spectra, measured just inside the FRC
separatrix via DBS, and in the SOL. Fluctuation levels are plotted
here versus the toroidal wavenumber normalized by the electron
gyro-radius.

An inverted toroidal wavenumber spectrum is clearly
observed in the FRC core, with fluctuation levels peaking at
wavenumbers in the electron mode range (0.05rkyrer0.2,
where re ¼ kTe=með Þ1=2=oce is the electron gyroradius), and
kyrsZ5. The local ion-to electron temperature ratio is Ti/TeB6.8
as determined from Doppler spectroscopy and Thomson
scattering. The core spectrum extends to kyreZ0.4 and falls off
steeply at low kyre. It is clear that the integrated fluctuation level
is substantially lower in the core, compared to the SOL. This is a
strong experimental indication that ion-scale modes are absent in
the FRC core, and electron modes are dominant. The spectral
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Figure 2 | Schematic of the Doppler backscattering diagnostic. (a) A view of the Doppler backscattering28–30 (DBS) microwave diagnostic beam optics

components and beam path. Monostatic beam optics (collocated launch and receive beam optics) is used to launch six separate microwave frequencies via

a beam combiner (polarizer) and an adjustable parabolic focusing mirror. The resulting common beam trajectory is indicated by yellow shading.

Frequencies in the range 26–40 GHz are launched in X-mode polarization, while frequencies above 40 GHz are launched in O-mode polarization. Gaussian

beams are launched into the plasma at an oblique angle z in the toroidal plane. (b) toroidal plane cross-section illustrating DBS launched/backscattered

beam trajectory and the probed toroidal wavenumber (for one frequency channel); the relations between the launched and backscattered frequency and

wavenumber, and the probed density fluctuation wavenumber are shown. The toroidal direction and the direction of the external magnetic field Be are also

indicated.
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peak may be shifted with respect to the linearly most unstable
modes; however, the spectrum clearly indicates that longer
wavelength modes are subdominant or stable. This wavenumber
spectral shape profoundly affects both ion and electron
thermal transport, which is also predominantly carried by low-k
(ion-scale) fluctuations. The measured spectral shape sharply
differs from wavenumber spectra measured in the core of
tokamak low confinement mode (L-mode) plasmas and
linear confinement devices, where the fluctuation amplitude
typically decreases monotonically with increasing normalized
wavenumber32,33. We can conjecture that the large ion Larmor
radius in the FRC core region stabilizes ion-scale modes9–11. This
conjecture will be examined further below.

The SOL spectrum, on the other hand, peaks at low kyre and
decays exponentially with increasing wavenumber, with a decay
constant of akB0.16 (the corresponding exponent for the decay

of the fluctuation energy density, proportional to (ñ/n)2, is
B0.33). Here, the local electron- to ion temperature ratio is
Ti/TeB3.7. The observed fluctuation power density at the lowest
measured wavenumbers is more than two orders of magnitude
higher than in the FRC core. Exponential spectra have been
observed in linear and toroidal confinement devices, for example
in the core of tokamak low confinement mode (L-mode)
plasmas32,33. These spectra are however dominated by much
lower normalized (poloidal) wavenumbers (kyrsr2), consistent
with dominant ion-temperature-gradient and/or trapped electron
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Figure 3 | Radial profiles of the normalized density fluctuation level and

plasma density. (a) Radial profile of the normalized density fluctuation

level ñ/n at different times after compact toroid (CT) merging (t¼0).

The fluctuation levels measured via Doppler Backscattering28–30 have been

calibrated via comparison to Far Infrared Scattering (FIR) data54. The

error bars represent the standard variation (s.d.) of the measurements.

(b) Plasma density profile measured via carbon dioxide (CO2) laser

interferometry53 at three different times t. Typical Doppler Backscattering

(DBS) probing radii (cutoff layer locations) are indicated by orange circles.

The size of the thermal ion gyroradius, averaged along the field line length,

is indicated at different locations in the closed fieldline region and in the

scrape-off layer (SOL).
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Figure 4 | The toroidal wavenumber spectrum of density fluctuations

measured via Doppler Backscattering. (a) Normalized density fluctuation

ñ/n level versus toroidal wavenumber normalized to the electron gyroradius

kyre in the field reversed configuration (FRC) core inside the separatrix and

in the scrape-off layer (SOL) (shots #29587–29610; #29750–29802). re is

the electron Larmor radius. The Doppler Backscattering28–30 sensitivity

limit is indicated in the figure (grey bar). (b) measured toroidal

wavenumber spectra in the core plasma and in the scrape-off layer, plotted

versus toroidal wavenumber normalized to the ion sound gyroradius kyrs.

An inverted core wavenumber spectrum is observed for kyreo0.05

(kyrso7) indicating that long wavelength (ion) modes are not present. The

SOL spectrum shows the highest fluctuation levels at low wavenumber, and

the fluctuation level decays exponentially with increasing wavenumber. The

error bars represent the typical standard deviation (s.d.) of the

measurements. The fluctuations observed in the C-2 FRC core are

qualitatively consistent with low frequency (oooci, where oci is the ion

cyclotron frequency) electron drift/interchange modes (with a toroidal

wavenumber range 0.05rkyrer0.45).
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mode turbulence. In contrast, the FRC SOL spectrum measured
here via DBS shows substantial fluctuation levels at higher kyrs,
illustrating that fluctuations with sub-ion-Larmor-radius scales
are important also outside the FRC separatrix. Notably, the core
and SOL spectra roughly overlap at high kyreZ0.17 and both
decay roughly exponentially.

Figure 4b shows the same data plotted versus the toroidal
wavenumber normalized by the ion sound gyro-radius. Marked
differences between the SOL and FRC core spectra are now
obvious at high normalized wavenumber. This discrepancy may
indicate that, as expected, electron-range modes and electron-
range physics dominate at high toroidal wavenumber both in the
FRC core and in the SOL.

We have examined the radial cross-correlation of SOL density
fluctuations/turbulent structures to confirm that the observed
SOL turbulence is indeed responsible for radial plasma transport.
Figure 5 shows the probability distribution of the radial
correlation delay, obtained from a pair of DBS channels probing
two closely spaced radii (the channel spacing varies from
DrB1.5 cm early in the discharge to DrB1 cm at later times).
Data from nine FRC shots with similar parameters and similarly
well-centred plasma have been averaged. Outward propagation of
turbulent structures is clearly observed, with an average
propagation delay of DtB1 ms, and provides strong evidence for
fluctuation-driven convective radial particle/energy transport.
The average radial propagation velocity of turbulent structures
can be estimated as ntrBDr/DtB1–1.5� 104 m s� 1. The peak in
the correlation delay around Dt¼ 0 is related to macroscopic
plasma movement or ‘wobble’ due to residual large-scale n¼ 1
MHD mode activity.

Gyrokinetic stability analysis. FRC plasmas present a consider-
able challenge for microstability analysis due to the large
ion Larmor radii and high b. In particular, rigorous stability
calculations for the FRC core plasma would require a fully kinetic
approach, as bulk thermal ion gyroradii are comparable to the
local temperature and density gradient lengths. Modelling efforts
using a fully kinetic code are presently underway. As an initial
step, the linear instability growth rate of modes driven by the
radial density gradient and electron/ion temperature gradients
have been calculated with the Gyrokinetic Toroidal Code34,35

(GTC). Originally designed to investigate and predict turbulence
properties and radial thermal/particle transport fluxes in

tokamaks, with predominant toroidal magnetic field, the GTC
code has been adapted to the FRC geometry with purely poloidal
magnetic field, using Boozer coordinates36 and a reformulated
Poisson solver. FRC plasma equilibria produced with the
LamyRidge code24 are first transformed from cylindrical
coordinates to magnetic flux coordinates and further to Boozer
coordinates. The modified GTC code has been extensively tested
for convergence, as described in detail elsewhere20. Linear growth
rate calculations based on local (flux tube) simulations (krooky)
are reported here. In these calculations, modes that may exist very
close to the null field radius R are neglected due to difficulties
simulating the region of vanishing magnetic field. We note also
that in the present study our local simulations separate the FRC
Core and SOL plasma domains. The potential coupling between
these domains will be investigated in future work.

It is important to point out that FLR effects, important due to
the high bulk ion temperature, are retained in the gyrokinetic
approximation via toroidal gyro-averaging. Gyro-particles
sampling different locations within the gyro-ring are implemen-
ted via Bessel functions J0(kyri) where ri¼mini>/eB signifies the
gyro-particle gyroradius at the instantaneous perpendicular
velocity ni>. For the local simulations described here, no radial
gyro-averaging is performed as kr� ky. It is well known that the
parameter r* (the ratio of the ion gyroradius to the characteristic
radial system dimension) is important for the transport scaling
obtained with nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations in toroidal
devices37–39. In particular, Bohm-like transport scaling has been
obtained with global simulations for small system sizes (large r*),
in contrast to the gyro-Bohm scaling obtained via local (flux tube)
simulations. The results discussed here are obtained via linear,
local simulations, carried out for fixed radial plasma parameter
profiles. As such they represent an upper limit of the instability
growth rate. When profile relaxation is not included, growth rates
calculated via linear gyrokinetic simulations have been observed
to be much less sensitive to radial system size39 and r*. Once
nonlinear simulations become available, possible scaling
differences between local and global gyrokinetic simulations in
FRC geometry, characterized by relatively large r*, will need to be
investigated, and results will be compared to fully kinetic
calculations.

GTC linear stability calculations for the FRC core have been
carried out for toroidal wavenumbers kyrer0.3. The most
important result of these calculations is that no unstable low
frequency drift modes (oooci) have been detected for realistic
normalized density and ion/electron temperature gradients (here
oci is the ion cyclotron frequency). In addition, GTC calculations
have also confirmed that interchange modes (k||¼ 0) are stable.
Therefore, in agreement with experimental data, no unstable ion
modes are revealed in the FRC core. Core stability is attributed to
FLR effects, the radial gradient in the magnetic field (rB directed
oppositely to rp), and the short field-line connection length
(short-circuit effect). The latter effect restricts the k|| spectrum
such that even the lowest parallel wavenumbers in the drift wave
spectrum are subject to electron Landau damping. To confirm the
role of this effect, calculations have been carried out for an
artificially elongated FRC configuration, and instability has been
recovered for elongation factors above five. In addition, further
efforts are presently under way to resolve the electron mode
physics at high normalized wavenumber, and to assess the
stability of high frequency, short scale modes up to the Lower
Hybrid frequency range.

Extensive GTC linear stability calculations have also been
carried out for the FRC SOL. The parameters used in the
SOL simulation are R¼ 0.27 m, Rs¼ 0.38 m, ne¼ 2� 1019 m� 3,
Ti¼ 200 eV, Ti/Te¼ 5. Zeff¼ 1.5 is used for the effective charge
state, as indicated experimentally via visible Bremsstrahlung
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measurements. It is known that in tokamak/toroidal simulations
the inclusion of proper sheath boundary conditions is paramount
to the accuracy of a numerical SOL description and that this is a
significant source of uncertainty. A fully self-consistent treatment
of the dynamics parallel to the magnetic field would require
sheath boundary conditions in the axial direction in the FRC SOL
also. However simpler periodic boundary conditions are appro-
priate in the axisymmetric FRC case within the local, electrostatic
gyrokinetic approximation used here, as the relevant mode
frequencies are substantially higher than the electron transit
frequency. Periodic boundary conditions are used for the
perturbed plasma density and electrostatic potential, and the
particle motion in the toroidal direction and in the parallel
direction at z¼±Lc. The axial boundary Lc is located outside the
confined FRC region (Lc¼ 2–4 m versus LFRCr1 m, where 2LFRC

is the axial length of the (closed flux surface) FRC plasma). Even
with electrostatic end plate biasing the sheath impedance is still
moderately large as the parallel electron current is below the ion
saturation current and very small compared to the thermal
electron current (electron saturation current). The magnetic
field lines are fixed (tied) in the electrostatic approximation.
Radial electron temperature LTeð Þ, ion temperature LTið Þ
and density gradient scale lengths (Ln) are assumed equal
Ze ¼ Ln=LTe ¼ Zi ¼ Ln=LTi ¼ 1ð Þ here and in most of the GTC

runs executed so far. Experimentally, R=Ln � R=LTe within the
available resolution of the electron temperature measurements via
multi-channel Thomson scattering40, once SOL parallel transport
has established a connection to the axial boundary, as discussed
below in more detail. In the simulations, the FRC SOL is
close to collisionless with respect to ion-ion collisions, and
collisional with respect to electron-electron and electron-ion
collisions n�i ¼ nii=ðvth

i =LcÞ � 0:21, n�e ¼ nee=ðvth
e =LcÞ � 3:8 and

n�ei ¼ nei=ðvth
e =LcÞ � 8:6, where nee, nii and nei are the electron-

electron, ion-ion and electron-ion collision frequencies, vth
e and

vth
i are the electron and ion thermal velocities, and 2Lc is the field

line length in the SOL.
In the present simulation, with gyrokinetic ions and

drift-kinetic electrons, linear normalized growth rates gR/cs are

calculated for a range of normalized density and temperature
gradient scale lengths. For the SOL simulations, the normalization
factor R/cs¼ 2.51� 10� 6 s. The flux tube radius used in the
simulation, at the axial midplane, is r/RsB1.3. It is remarkable
that the growth rate spectrum (Fig. 6a) shows only unstable
modes for 1.5rkyrsr20 with toroidal wavelengths of the order
of and smaller than the ion Larmor radius. The prevalent poloidal
mode numbers (along the magnetic field lines) are found to be
m¼ 0–3. Figure 6b shows the frequencies of the unstable linear
modes versus normalized wavenumber, indicating propagation in
the positive (electron diamagnetic) direction. For realistic driving
gradients, the calculated frequencies are in between the ion
transit frequency and the ion diamagnetic drift frequency.
Benchmarking calculations performed by selectively removing
gyro-averaging and the magnetic field gradient in the gyrokinetic
solver indicate clearly that both FLR effects and rB are strongly
stabilizing41. This is demonstrated in Fig. 7. Removing gyro-
averaging (FLR effects) results in an increase of the normalized
growth rate by almost an order of magnitude for realistic
temperature and density gradients. Selectively removing rB, in
contrast, affects the growth rate significantly only at low driving
strength R/Ln.

The effect of including finite collisionality in the linear growth
rate calculations is demonstrated in Fig. 8, for a sample toroidal
wavenumber kyrs¼ 4.1. The normalized electron collisionality is
defined as n�ei ¼ nei=ðvth

e =2LcÞ, where nei is the electron-ion
collision rate, and vth

e =2Lc is the bounce frequency. Lc is the
distance from the midplane to the simulation axial boundary
(fieldline length¼ 2Lc) in the SOL. Collisions are seen to have a
stabilizing effect and reduce the normalized growth rate
substantially. The frequency of the mode investigated here is
also greatly reduced with increasing collision rate.

Quantitative comparisons with the measured turbulence
wavenumber spectrum will require nonlinear gyrokinetic
simulations. Nonlinear effects, including three-wave interaction,
are expected to lead to forward cascading of the wavenumber
spectrum towards viscous scales, and inverse cascading towards
low toroidal wavenumbers where large-scale zonal flows may be
excited via three-wave interaction. Hence the expected saturated
spectrum can be broadened or shifted substantially compared to
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the linear growth rate spectrum. The accessible wavenumber
range in the measured saturated SOL density fluctuation
spectrum (Fig. 4b) however clearly points towards an instability
source at low toroidal wavenumber, in the range where the
calculated linear growth rate spectrum is peaked.

Critical SOL density gradient. We now examine the interaction
of the plasma density gradient and the turbulence dynamics in
more detail. Figure 9a shows a contour/cross-sectional plot of the
plasma density evolution during a C-2 discharge (#36691). The
null-field radius R (corresponding to the radius of highest plasma
density) and the FRC excluded flux radius Rs are indicated
by dashed lines. The evolution of the measured rms density
fluctuation level ñ/n is given in Fig. 9b both for the SOL and for
the FRC core plasma. The value of ñ/n is relatively low for
0.2 msoto0.4 ms after the initial high turbulence period likely
related to FRC translation and merging. The normalized radial
density gradient (Fig. 9c) increases substantially during the first
1 ms, in particular in the SOL. We attribute this effect to parallel
loss that dissipates/evacuates the SOL plasma produced during
FRC formation and merging. The characteristic parallel loss time
t8, for the case of collisionless ions can be estimated via the
pitch angle scattering time t8 into the mirror loss cone
t8¼ t8log10(Lm) (ref. 42), where Lm is the primary mirror ratio.
This estimate is expected to hold when the pitch angle scattering
time of mirror-trapped ions exceeds the collisional parallel mirror
confinement time43 t8c¼ LSOLLm/2(0.3cs)B0.5 ms. Here, LSOL is
the distance from the FRC midplane to the axial endplates. For
typical SOL parameters in C-2, t8Bt8c. The observed depletion
timescale of the SOL plasma (B0.7 ms) is comparable to t8c and
t8. At higher ion temperature the pitch angle scattering time is
expected to set the parallel loss time. Within the available
measurement resolution, the radial ion and electron temperature
gradients are not observed to change substantially as the density
gradient evolves and steepens. The electron temperature gradient
scale length LTe (from Thomson scattering) is similar to Ln after
1.2 ms within diagnostic uncertainty.

As shown in more detail in Fig. 9c, the initial increase in SOL
fluctuation level for t 40.4 ms occurs as the density gradient
exceeds a critical level or instability threshold44,45. The density
gradient then relaxes somewhat during the remainder of the
discharge but remains higher than the initial critical value. The
SOL fluctuation level also decreases and returns to levels slightly
above the early minimum.

We explain this behaviour by an upshift of the critical
gradient in the presence of sheared E�B rotation analogous to
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the upshift in ion temperature gradient observed in gyrokinetic
simulations of tokamak plasmas46. It is well known from tokamak
experiments as well as linear plasma devices that sheared E�B
flow strongly affects the growth and radial correlation of
turbulent eddies, if the E�B shearing rate exceeds the ambient
turbulence decorrelation rate, as discussed in detail elsewhere47.
Figure 9d shows the evolution of the E�B shearing rate,
determined via DBS from two radially adjacent probing radii,
according to oE�B ¼ ½vE�Bðr2Þ� vE�Bðr1Þ�=ðr2� r1Þ together
with the turbulence decorrelation rate oD. The decorrelation
rate clearly exceeds the flow shearing rate initially, so that the
E�B shear cannot quench or reduce the turbulence via eddy
shearing/decorrelation47. Later in the discharge, at tB1 ms, the
E�B shear due to plasma gun biasing26,27 increases significantly.
The shearing rate transiently exceeds the turbulence decorrelation
rate oD and then remains close to oD. Further evidence for the
effect of E�B shear is provided by a decrease in the radial
turbulence correlation length lr (Fig. 9e), which decreases steadily
throughout the discharge. A radial profile of lr shows a distinct
dip just outside the separatrix at the location of maximum shear
(see insert, Fig. 9f). This is the first observation of a radial
transport barrier in an FRC (with entirely different magnetic
geometry compared to a tokamak) formed at/outside the
separatrix on open field lines. In contrast, tokamak transport
barriers form inside the separatrix in the closed flux surface
region48.

To elucidate the role of the critical density gradient, Fig. 10a
shows a plot of the measured fluctuation level versus the local
density gradient. Well into the FRC core (r/Rs¼ 0.85), the density
gradient remains moderate (R/Lnr3.1), fluctuation levels are very
low and no nonlinear increase of ñ/n with gradient has been
observed. Just inside the separatrix (r/Rs¼ 0.95), a critical
gradient around R/LnB3.5 is found experimentally. In the SOL,
a pronounced critical gradient R/Ln

critB3.8–4 is measured during
the early discharge phase (to0.6 ms). For the SOL the linear GTC
simulation yields a linear threshold R/LnB2.7 (Fig. 10b) for
toroidal wavenumbers 2.7rkyrso4.2 within the most unstable
part of the growth rate spectrum. The measured SOL critical
gradient is somewhat higher than the calculated linear threshold,
as expected if local flow shear resulting from the equilibrium
radial electric field or from zonal flow components effectively
upshifts the nonlinear critical gradient. This effect is typically
observed in nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations45,46. A lower linear
threshold is found here for high toroidal wavenumber; however,
the energy density in the higher-k part of the spectrum is
substantially lower, and the associated radial transport rates are
expected to be low. Importantly, a further upshift of the measured
SOL density gradient is clearly detected experimentally for t
41.2 ms when the E�B shear is fully developed (Fig. 9c). A
moderately large SOL critical gradient, as measured here, is
favourable for achieving a sufficiently narrow SOL for reactor-like
FRC parameters. This is significant, as a narrow SOL minimizes
the required device radius and is advantageous for achieving a
compact fusion core. The increased parallel heat flux in a narrow
SOL can be exhausted in an axisymmetric FRC via radial
magnetic flux expansion, and the heat load to plasma facing
components can be kept within safe limits. In contrast, the flux
expansion in tokamak poloidal divertors is geometrically limited,
and a narrow SOL is problematic as it increases the divertor peak
heat load.

Discussion
In conclusion, we have presented experimental evidence that ion-
scale fluctuations with toroidal scale length on the order of or
larger than the ion gyroradius are stable in the core of a large FRC

configuration. The observed ion-scale drift-wave/interchange
stability is a new discovery that is expected to hold generically
in FRCs, independently of the specific C-2 machine parameters
explored here. This result is highly encouraging because both ion
and electron thermal transport are most strongly driven by low-k
(ion-scale) fluctuations.

Only weak unstable electron-mode fluctuations with toroidal
scale lengths smaller than the ion gyroradius are observed in
the C-2 FRC core plasma, leading to an inverted toroidal
wavenumber spectrum for kyrsr7. The observed absence of
low-k fluctuations is ascribed to Finite Larmor radius effects due
to the large bulk ion orbits in the FRC core. In addition, the
radially increasing magnetic field (with rB opposing rp), and
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the short field line connection length contribute to stability.
Due to the short connection length, drift wave parallel
wavenumbers are constrained to k840.02 cm� 1, and the
corresponding mode spectrum is subject to electron Landau
damping. In addition, low ky interchange modes (k8¼ 0) are also
found to be stable in the FRC core. These findings may have
general implications for ion and electron thermal confinement in
hot ion, high beta plasmas, including collisionless astrophysical
plasmas.

Low levels of ion-scale turbulence have also been observed
in high confinement mode (H-mode) plasmas in spherical
tokamaks49 and in certain H-mode plasmas in larger aspect
ratio devices. However, in tokamaks the observed reduction in
ion-scale core turbulence results from strong shear in the toroidal
rotation, leading to long-wavelength turbulence quench via E�B
shear, in combination with magnetic shear48. In contrast, there is
only weak E�B flow shear in the FRC core in our experiment,
and the observed absence of ion-scale turbulence is due to effects
directly suppressing linear instability growth as discussed above.

There is another important difference between FRCs and
tokamak plasmas with respect to the minimum achievable ion
thermal transport. In tokamaks, due to toroidicity, neoclassical
ion transport is the irreducible minimum. At the same magnetic
field and collisionality, neoclassical transport still substantially
exceeds classical transport. FRCs, on the other hand, potentially
can achieve classical ion transport due to axisymmetry.

FRC instability and transport physics is substantially different
from tokamaks, and global FRC energy confinement in the
presence of classical ion transport is determined by the
electron channel, opening the prospect of radically different
FRC electron thermal confinement scaling compared to conven-
tional tokamaks. The electron energy confinement scaling
observed in the MAST and NSTX spherical tokamaks, however,
has already shown a favourable scaling with decreasing collision-
ality49–51. The confinement time varies approximately inversely
with the normalized electron collisionality which scales as 1/Te

2.
Ion and electron-scale turbulence with higher density

fluctuation levels is observed experimentally in the SOL region
just outside the FRC separatrix, where an exponential wave-
number spectrum is measured. Linear gyrokinetic simulations
show unstable SOL modes in the wavenumber range
1.5rkyrsr20 propagating in the electron diamagnetic direction,
with frequencies well above the ion and electron transit
frequencies, and below the ion diamagnetic frequency.
Benchmarking calculations demonstrate directly the stabilizing
effects of both finite Larmor radius (FLR) and the magnetic field
gradient for the SOL modes, with FLR effects reducing the growth
rate by more than one order of magnitude. Collisions are also
found to reduce the linear instability growth rate substantially in
the SOL. Experimentally, the SOL turbulence amplitude increases
nonlinearly at a critical density gradient R/LnB4, somewhat
above the linear instability threshold as calculated from linear
gyrokinetic simulations. The critical gradient is sufficiently large
so that the SOL in a reactor-relevant FRC plasma would remain
reasonably narrow and not unduly increase the required device
radius.

For the first time to the best of our knowledge, evidence for
sustained turbulence reduction/gradient control via E�B flow
shear has been found in FRC geometry. In contrast to tokamak
edge and core transport barriers, the FRC transport barrier is
localized just outside the separatrix on open magnetic field lines,
which terminate in the divertor and are actively biased in a
controlled fashion. The prospect of active control of turbulence
and radial transport across the FRC separatrix, via manipulating
the E�B shear by electrostatic biasing in the divertor far away
from the hot core plasma, opens up the possibility of reducing

radial thermal and particle loss from the confined FRC region,
and hence advancing towards long-pulse FRC operation with
reduced fuelling and auxiliary heating/current drive sustainment
requirements.

Methods
The C-2 field-reversed configuration. The C-2 FRC plasma is created via
injecting and merging of two preformed, compact high-b plasmoids into a central
confinement chamber with radius R¼ 0.7 m and length L¼ 4.5 m (Fig. 1a),
with an external solenoidal magnetic field Be¼ 0.05–0.14 T, as described in detail
elsewhere17,18,23. The injected plasmoids are produced in the formation sections
(Fig. 1a) with an ion temperature of 25–50 eV before merging, and are accelerated
to high axial (parallel) velocity. The axial plasmoid velocity at the transition from
the formation sections to the central confinement chamber isB2.5� 105 m s� 1,
corresponding to a (directional) parallel energy of B1 keV that is transformed into
thermal energy upon merging, likely via shock heating. Typical line-averaged
deuterium plasma densities of the merged FRC plasma in the experiments
described here are 2–4� 1019 m� 3, and the ion and electron temperatures in the
FRC core are TiB400–600 eV and TeB80–130 eV. Toroidally injected neutral
beams (hydrogen, beam voltage VB¼ 20 kV and total beam power, PBB4 MW) are
applied to heat and sustain the FRC plasma and to extend the FRC pulse length
toB5 ms. The absorbed neutral beam power is 2.3–2.7 MW throughout the first
2 ms of the discharge and slowly declines afterwards as the FRC gradually contracts
and NBI shine-through increases. As Ti4Te, NBI beams predominantly heat
electrons (via collisional exchange) and electron thermal transport dominates the
beam power absorption. Fast ion lifetimes are consistent with classical slowing-
down via Coulomb collisions18. With high neutral beam power deposition
(Pabs¼ 2.5 MW) the global FRC energy confinement time is doubled compared to
no-beam reference cases18. The (closed flux surface) FRC plasma in C-2 is
surrounded by an (open fieldline) mirror-confined SOL plasma with primary
mirror ratio LmB3. In addition to the primary mirror, secondary mirror plugs are
installed (shown in Fig. 1) with a mirror ratio Lp¼ 7–10. The SOL plasma is
terminated axially on (floating or biased) metallic electrodes located in divertor
chambers at a distance of 8.8 m from the machine axial midplane. In the SOL the
thermal ion Larmor radius, averaged along the field line length, is riB2–3 cm.
Closer to the null field radius in the FRC core the thermal ion Larmor radius is
substantially larger and can reach riZ10 cm. The electron Larmor radius is almost
always much smaller than the radial temperature/density scale lengths
(reB2� 10� 2–10� 1 cm).

Plasma guns. Annular washer plasma guns25 (inner diameter 0.11 m, outer
diameter 0.13 m, located on axis in the divertor chambers as indicated in Fig. 1a)
are used to produce a warm plasma with TeB30 eV, TiB100 eV in the divertor.
The local magnetic field at the gun location is B0.5 T, produced by an internal
solenoid integrated with the plasma gun assembly. The washer guns have anode-
cathode voltages ofB0.5–1.0 kV, with typical discharge current B10 kA. The
plasma guns are electrically floating with respect to the vacuum chamber,
producing a negative (inwards pointing) radial electric field transmitted to the SOL
region just outside the FRC separatrix26,27. In a different biasing approach applied
more recently, the co-axial endplate inside the gun annular anode is biased
negatively at 0.5–1.0 kV with respect to the innermost annular divertor biasing
electrode, with an arc discharge initiated simultaneously between the plasma gun
cathode and anode.

Additional details on diagnostics. A six-channel Doppler Backscattering
(DBS)28,29 system is used for measurements of the density fluctuation level, and of
the toroidal E�B velocity (Fig. 2a,b). Six collinear microwave beams, at tunable
frequencies 26 GHzofo65 GHz, are launched via two lensed horn antennas and
quasi-optically transmitted to the plasma at an oblique angle z in the toroidal
plane30. A polarizer/beam combiner and an adjustable parabolic mirror are used to
combine the different frequency bands and focus the combined Gaussian beams
into the plasma. Frequencies in the range 26–40 GHz are launched in X-mode
polarization, and frequencies above 40 GHz are launched in O-mode polarization.
The backscattered radiation is detected via the same horn antennas (monostatic
beam optics), at an oblique angle in the toroidal plane. Figure 2a,b illustrate the
beam path and scattering geometry for one frequency. The rms density fluctuation
level (0.5rkyrsr40), toroidal E�B velocity and turbulence decorrelation rate
near the FRC midplane are evaluated from the intensity and Doppler shift of the
backscattered signals.

Backscattering by plasma density fluctuations occurs preferentially near the
plasma cutoff layer28, according to the selection rules kS¼ � kI¼ ky/2 and
oS¼oI� ntky, where the indices I and S denote the incident and backscattered
wave, nt¼ nE�Bþ nph is the toroidal turbulence advection velocity (vph is the
turbulence phase velocity in the plasma frame and can be neglected here), and ky is
the probed resonant density fluctuation toroidal wavenumber. Variation of the
toroidal launch angle allows acquiring the density fluctuation level versus toroidal
wavenumber. The toroidal wavenumber resolution is primarily determined by the
toroidal plasma curvature and the width of the Gaussian probing beams52. The
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probed radial wavenumber is krB0 as the beams propagates toroidally near the
plasma cutoff layer. The wavenumber ky and the probed radii r in the laboratory
frame are calculated using the GENRAY31 ray tracing code. Ray tracing
calculations are based on high time resolution (10ms) radial electron density
profiles (Fig. 1(c)) reconstructed from a six channel CO2 laser interferometer53

located in the FRC axial midplane. All calculated DBS probing positions are
mapped to the axial FRC midplane. For typical C-2 plasma parameters the X-mode
and O-mode cutoff layer positions differ only very slightly as the plasma frequency
is much larger than the electron cyclotron frequency.

Fluctuation levels extracted from DBS are calibrated here in an approximate
fashion by comparison with (line-integrated) Far Infrared Scattering data54

obtained from an FIR chord traversing the plasma tangentially to the separatrix.
FIR measures a perpendicular wavenumber range k>rsB0–4. We make the
assumption here that the fluctuation spectrum is isotropic in the toroidal and radial
direction. The largest contribution to the measured fluctuation amplitude for this
FIR chord will come from the vicinity of the separatrix, where the density (and
density gradient) is largest. Choosing a similar wavenumber range for the DBS
measurements, a rough calibration for the DBS fluctuation levels can be obtained
with a systematic maximum error of þ 40%, � 50%.

Data availability. The data that support the findings of this study are available
from the corresponding author on request.
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